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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The focus of this presentation is on providing advice during the emergency response planning phase. When planning the response to a potential oil spill the planners often ask 2 questionsHow far can the oil go and how fast will it get there. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The focus of the work is the north coast of British Columbia. There is a proposal to bring an oil pipeline to Kitimat and then ship the oil to market via oil tankers. As you can see there is a long fjord system to navigate between Kitimat and the ocean.As a result there is concern about oil spills. This area is remote and sparsely population. The total population in the area covered by the picture will be 50 or 60 thousand 



Surface Circulation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way to answer the question about oil drift is to develop an ocean circulation model and use that. We are doing that Today I want to talk about developing an observational estimate. For this project we developed a low cost satellite tracked drifter. The GPS and communications electronics is the small the black package.  It is a commercially available unit and so is very low cost. The instrument costs about $100 and the communication package costs about $100. The floatation is biodegradable sponge. And all material cost about $50. So the total cost is about $250 or $300 per drifter. I am not going to talk about technical details. The low cost is key. Over the 3 years of this project we deployed about 250 drifters with the goal of being able to develop a credible statistical description of the system. 



Global Coverage (orange area) 
It acquires 
information 
from the GPS 
satellite 
constellation, 
(up to 24 Middle 
Earth Orbit 
Satellites).  

Vibration sensor in the SPOT 
Trace1 senses motion and it 
activates. 

GPS Time / Date / Position is 
transmitted to Globalstar satellite 
constellation, (up to 32 Low Earth 
Orbit Satellites), and then to ground 
stations for distribution.  

Our experience tracking SPOTs; locally walking, 
driving, kayaking; Paulatuk ski-doing; StnP – the 
open ocean; test launches Saanich Inlet & Juan de 
Fuca Strait; drifter studies in Douglas Channel, 
Cowichan Bay, Strait of Georgia, Hecate Strait. 
                   To date 84 buoys deployed. 
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October 2014 Deployment in Douglas Channel area 

Launch 5 drifters 

Launch 5 drifters Launch 5 drifters 

Launch 5 drifters 

20 drifters  
60,000+ data points  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a typical deployment. We deployed 20 drifter in 4 groups of 5 each.  We got very good coverage of the system. We deploy them 5 at a time because, when you deploy 1 drifter you tend to think of the pathway as truth. In this system you learn to be more humble. Sometimes the drifters follow each other and sometimes they follow very different pathways. 



5 drifters 
Deployed 5 Oct 2014  
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Displacement 
The distance between 
the drifter at time t 
and t+dt  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The initial analysis is very simple We compute displacement – the distance between the drifter location at some time t and some specified time later.We ignore the complexity of things like islands and where the drifter has been between the observation times. 
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Queen of the North  
struck Gil Island on March 22, 
2006 and sank 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important question is Do the drifter trajectories have any relationship to oil spills?Unfortunately we have an oil spill to compare with 



Queen of the North  
Oil Spill 
• Passenger vessel struck 

Gil Island on March 22, 
2006 and sank 

• 228,000L of diesel spilled 
(+ 36,600L of engine oil 
and smaller quantities of 
other contaminants) 

• Various observations of 
spill extent 48 hours 
after incident were 
compiled in assessment 
report 

From Harper et al. 2007 

Background Image from huffingtonpost.com 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vessel grounded on the northern shore of Gil Island (arrow), and drifted into Wright Sound and sank (target symbol)Most of the diesel on board spilled immediately, however small quantities of diesel and other contaminants continued to leak from the wreck for the next yearThe good news is that after the clean-up operation a report was written and published.  This does not happen very often. Area shown represents locations where oil sheen was observed in the 48 hours following the incidentSignificant uncertainty associated with observations in Grenville Channel and the seaward end of Otter ChannelIn the next year, oil sheen was observed in Whale Channel and at Bishop Bay (off Ursula Channel)



Oil Slick  
vs. Drifters 
• Compared drifter tracks 

passing within 2km of 
sinking location to 
reported observations 

• >85% of drifters remain 
within observation area, 
cover up to 80% of area 
depending on season 

• Results look quite 
different when 
considering drifters 
passing within 5km 
 

Complete drifter set, 2km radius 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
took all drifter tracks passing within 2km of the sinking site of the Queen of the North and tracked them for 48 hours, or until they stopped transmitting or grounded on shore, whichever occurred fixesfor the complete set of drifter data this gives us 1100+ positional fixes from 22 drifters88% of these fixes are within the area where Harper et al reported oil sheen observationsOn a regular 1.5km grid, the drifter observations occupy 80% of the area where oil sheen was observed, eastern Wright Sound is the only notable differenceSingle drifter tracks extend from the observation area along Douglas, Grenville, and Principe Channel



Oil Slick  
vs. Drifters 
• Compared drifter tracks 

passing within 2km of 
sinking location to 
reported observations 

• >85% of drifters remain 
within observation area, 
cover up to 80% of area 
depending on season 

• Results look quite 
different when 
considering drifters 
passing within 5km 
 

Spring drifter set (March-May), 2km radius 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drifters released between March and May and passing within 2km of the sinking site produce 221 positional fixes93% of these fixes are within the area where Harper et al reported oil sheen observationsAll fixes are south of Wright Sound, in Squally Channel, and they cover 37% of the area reported to be affected by Harper et al



Oil Slick  
vs. Drifters 
• Compared drifter tracks 

passing within 2km of 
sinking location to 
reported observations 

• >85% of drifters remain 
within observation area, 
cover up to 80% of area 
depending on season 

• Results look quite 
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Complete drifter set, 5km radius 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considering all drifters passing within 5km of the sinking site (i.e. the majority of the drifters passing through Wright Sound) shows that the trajectory of these drifters (or an oil spill) is very sensitive to initial locationConsidering these tracks adds 1500+ positional fixes and 27 drifter tracksIn addition to areas occupied by 2km drifters, they now occupy channels east of Wright Sound (Verney Passage, McKay Reach, and Whale Channel)Frequency of observations in the eastern channels is comparable (within an order of magnitude) to frequency of observations in area reported by Harper et alReproducing this sensitivity is a good test for numerical models



Grid System 
• Need to decompose drifter 

motion into meaningful 
components 

• Traditional N-E system yields 
little useful information in 
channels 

• Study area split into 16 
channels and 18 confluences 

• Waypoints spaced ~3km along 
major channel axis define 
down-channel direction 

• Down-channel azimuths are 
used to decompose drifter 
motion into along-/cross-
channel components 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drifter motion is projected onto local down-channel axis to define along-/cross-channel componentsConfluences are defined as circles with diameter slightly larger than the maximum width of the confluence, and each adjacent channel is defined by three points on the circle (channel center line and both edges)When in a confluence, the closest adjacent channel to the drifter is determined by finding the closest center or edge pointTo avoid rapid channel switching a drifter must be close to the same adjacent channel for at least three positional fixes in order to be considered to be ‘in’ this channel. The down-channel azimuth closest to the confluence is then used to define the components of drifter motion



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mapping the along-channel distance a drifter travels over a given time interval (from all possible pairs of position fixes with this time separation) yields the following histogramThe drifters initial travel direction is taken as positive displacement, and displacement only becomes negative if the drifter reverses direction and passes its initial location heading in the other directionTwo quantities useful to oil spill risk assessment and response can be extracted from this plot: The absolute spread of the distribution at each given time step gives the length of channel affected by the oil spill at that timeThe positive and negative maxima at each time give the maximum distance from the spill site that oil is likely to be found at



Presenter
Presentation Notes
At each time separation, the mean and variance of the observed distribution of drifter displacements about the initial position (shown in the previous slide) exhibit consistent behaviour in timeRegression fits only include times with 50 or more data pointsThe mean displacement of all drifters increases linearly with time, and the temporal relationship implies a mean drift speed of ~9 cm/s (time derivative of regression fit) when averaged over all seasons (not inconsistent with current meter data at 5m depth)The variance of drifter displacement increases proportionally to t^1.75 for the first ~6.5 hours (approximately half of the M2 tidal period). This is within the previously published range of t^1.5-t^2, where growth proportional to t^2 would imply Brownian motion about the mean. The time scale at which this growth changes suggests that the M2 tide (dominant in the system according to Webster) has significant influence on drifter displacementAt times exceeding 6.5 hours, variance growth starts to slow to being approximately linear at long times (this is not inconsistent with Taylors model of diffusion as Brownian motion). While describing all displacement variance in the system by a single diffusivity isn’t really a justifiable thing to do, it’s tempting to say that this implies an absolute diffusivity of ~820 m^2/s (half of the time derivative of variance). (This seems much to high to be worthwhle mentioning, but I just thought I’d put it out there as food for thought).



Inverse Gamma Distribution Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The relationships presented on the previous slide allow us to formulate two statistical models to describe the observed histogram:A normal distribution can be described directly using the mean and variance and the standard formula for the normal pdf. This distribution would arise from perfect Brownian motion about the mean, however even if Brownian motion about the mean is an accurate model, it is not likely to be perfectly achieved here since our experimental design favours positive displacements.The inverse gamma distribution can be used to describe both the positive and negative displacements separately. This distribution arises when the system is considered to be a series of well-mixed reservoirs (here our 2km spatial bins). The residence time of a drifter in this system of reservoirs is a gamma distributed variable (as previous hydrology and water resources literature has shown). The time a drifter takes to traverse N+1 bins from its original location is therefore inversely proportional to the residence time in a system of N bins, resulting in an inverse-gamma distributed variable. The evolution of the shape factor, alpha (related to the number of bins that have been sampled by drifters), and the scale factor, beta (related to the mean rate at which drifters transit between bins), can be described as a function of the population mean and variance, and hence approximated as a function of time via the sample mean and variance shown on the previous slide. Using this, the pdf of the gamma distribution, P(x), becomes a function of time only.The equations shown here are for positive displacements only. The derivation for negative displacements is analogous, but uses different values in the regression fit of the sample mean and variance.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we show the observed histogram of drifter displacements with the observed bounds within which 95% of the drifters are observed.95% limits of the normal distribution (mean plus-minus two standard deviations) are shown in red95% limits of the inverse gamma distribution are shown in blueRoughly, both normal and gamma distributions do a reasonably good job of describing the observed dataAfter ~100 hours, there is not enough data to reliably observe the 95% limit (N < 100)Gamma distribution does an excellent job on positive displacements between 24 and 96 hours, but slightly overestimates from 0 to 24 hoursThe normal distribution slightly underestimates the 95% limit of the observed drifter displacements. This may in part be due to the bias of the experimental setup towards positive displacementsBoth distributions approximate the 95% limit of negative displacements well for the first 24 hours, but then begin to overestimate the magnitude of negative displacements. However the overestimation is only slight for the normal distribution. 



Questions? 
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